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TABLE 4. Calculated Propagation Directions for 
Cross-Coupling Constants and Associated Pure-Hode Checks 

Associated Calculated Heasured 
Elastic ... Direction Pure-Mode . py2, py2, 

Constant Sample N Cosine Angle Relation Mb Mb 

013 .. [lDn] l z 0.8332 33°34' l2c6o + n2c .... 0.7910 0.7960 
n = 0.5529 56°26' = poYS/ 

012 2 [lmO) l = 0.7437 41°57' l2css + m2c .... 0.7828 0.7874 
m = 0.6685 48°03' = poYS/ 

°23 3 [Imn] m' = 0.7590 40°37' m2c66 + n2css 0.7673 0.7664 
n ;, 0.6510 49°23' = POY

S1
2 

The known experimental errors occurring for 
the elastic-constant measurements ' are 0.02% 
for specimen thickness, 0.003% for specimen 
orientation, and 0.06% for specimen demity. 

. Because many of the moduli were measured on 
two sets of ultrasonic units that ga\"e results 
identical to those in Table 3, system:ltic errors 
resulting from the ul trasonic equipment are 
considered negligible. Adding the known experi
mental errors gives a total probable error <.>f 
0.083%. Although this estimate of the known 
experimental error is a generous one, it does not 
completely account for the experimentally ob
served deviations in the values of the elastic 
constants .- This fact, however, is not surprising, 
since four different specimens of ~lightly differ
ent compositions were used in this study. Be
cause an appropriate composition:! I correction 
is not known, possible errors occurring in the 
measurements o\~ing to compositional variations 
cannot be accounted for. In addition, bec:luse 

slight inhomogeneities are known to occur for 
m05t n,ltural specimens, a second possible un
known correction term must be ignored. Con
sequently, a comprehensive. estimate of the 
probable error in the experimental determina
tion of the elastic consmnts is not possible. As 
a. re:;ult, the scatter in the values obtai ned from 
the various modes and the cross checks for the ' 
on-diagonal moduli are taken to be indicative 
of the probable error in their measurements. 

Because the equations used for calculating 
the cross-coupling moduli depend 011 other 011-

diagonal moduli, OIl the direction cosines, and 
on the measured values of pV', it is apparent 
that their associated probable errors are con
::iderably larger than those for the on-diagonal 
moduli. A reasonable estimate of the probable 
errors for the cross-coupling moduli may be 
determined from the Gaussian error propaga
tion law. In this manner the probable errors 
giwn in Table 5 were obtained from the errors 

TABLE 5. Velocities of Quasi-Modes and Calculated Values of the 
Adiabatic Cross-Coupling Elastic Constants at 25°C 

Elastic Thickness d, Velocity, S 
+ c vv , 

Constant Sample N mm km/sec Mb 

c23 3 [Omn] 8.641 VQS. == 4.515 0.460 ± 0.002 
VQp = 7.624 

c13 4 [zon] 5.054 VQS 4.914 0.548 ± 0.002 
VQp = 8.055 

c13 2 [ZmO] 6.588 VQS 4.245 0.710 ± 0.002 
VQp = 8.014 
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of the on-diagonal moduli, p V', and tlw djn>c
tion co~ines . 

Pressure dependence of , .ljeclh'e second-order 
elastiC constants. The h~l:,ic data l1 e ce:,~ary to 
determine the i>:othcrm:ll prcs::ure deri ·\·:ttiyes 
of the dIecti,'e second-order adiabatic c1:1~tic 

constants are the tran~it time of the ultrasonic 
wave at ele"ated prcs~ure t. and the "pecimen 
thickuCi's at zero preSi:ure d ... From the"e data 
the natural wave veloc'ity TV [Th urston and 
Brugger, 1964] can be calculated at cach ex
perimental pressure by u,i ng TV = 2d./ t •. The 
pressure dependence of the quantity pJV' can 
be expressed by the first .Y expansion terms of 
the Tayl~r !:eries: . 

N 

PoW2 = Po L AftN(P"/nl) CIa) 

POW2 = ' POTV0
2 + (pOW2)'p 

+ (Po TV2
)" p2 /2 + (Ib) 

Thr fin,t Tcrm on the right-hand side of (l b) 
represent ;: the zero pre;:snre value of the re;::pec
ti\"(~ on-di:lgonal clastic constant, or the quanti
tic:; p"l'Q .• " or 'p . .l'Q/ u;:ed in computing; the off
di:lgonal moduli . The rel11:lining two qu:mtities, 
(p"lP), aud (PuTT")" / 2, nre, accord illg to the 
equatioll:! of Graham [1969] and Barsch and 
F7'isillo [l9;~], rl'lated to the fir;:! and second 
prcs;;urc deri\"atin~s of the elastic constants, 
respectiwly. 

III thi5 study all data were fitted to first-, 
second-, and third-order polynomial;;, and the 
resulting coefficients and. standard deYlations 
\vere examined for best fit . On the ' basis of the 
criteria discussed in the appendix, the data for 
the longitudinal modes are fpund to fit the first
order polynomial best in all cases. The data. for 

-the shear and ' quasi-shear modes, howeyer, re-
quired -a second-order fit., and thus a !:tatistically 
significant nonlinearity was indicated. As is 
shown in the appendix, a fit to a third-order 
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Fig. 2. Experimental .Iut:l of (t~/I r)' as a function of pres~ure for the on-diagonal moduli 
Cn, C"'" und 1",.,. Solid and open eire·les. ~oliu triangles, :md open squares indicate specimen 1; 
open triangles, specimen 3; :;alid "qua res, specimen 4. 


